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NFLUENCES OF BEハ4AND COLUNIN BAR BOND ON FAILURE MECHANISM

N RENFORCED CONCRETEINπ RIOR BEANI‐ COLU～N JONTS

Kl■疑 LヽN4A Kazuhio*1,TAJINIA Yll」 i■ 2,OKUDA Makotoホ 3 and KISHIDA ShinJi■ 4

ABSTRACT

Reinforced concrete (fuC) interior beam-column joint specimens were tested under the column axial loading and the
reversed cyclic lateral loading to study on thejoint failure mechanism and the relation b€tween story shear ardjoint shear.
The bond transfer from the bearn alld column longitudinal ba$ to surrounding concrete in ajoint was important to enhanca
the story shear. It was judged that thejoint core concrete failed by diagonal compression since the compressive pdncipal
strain within ajoint pan€l increased with the story drift and exceeded the strain at the concrcte compressive stength in
cylindcr tests. Thejoint shear force computed from the beam bar forces in which residual tensile forces at the story shear of
zero were eliminatgd on the basis ofthe measured beam bar strains at beam critical sections decreased with the decrease in the
story shear.

KEYWORDS: beam-columnjoint, bond along beam and column bars, story shear, joint sh€ar, anchorage plate

1. INTRODUCTION

The strength and the failure types in reilforced or prestressed concrete interior beam-column joints were interpreted by
Shiohara [] through the consistent mathematical models without using empirical rules. The paper said as follows. The
dete oration ofmoment resisting mechanism in a beam-columnjoin! caused by the loss ofanchorage ability along the beam
longitudinal bars within ajoint, results in thejoint failur€. Both the anchorage capacity along the b€aln bars passing through
ajoint and the concrete compressive strength dominate thejoint strength. On the conhary, the joint failure type is dominated
by the moment rcsisting capacity in ajoint panel or the flexural capacify at the beam critical sections whichever is smaller
Thus the principal factors which settle the strength or the failure type ofa beam-columnjoint are not necassarily coincid€nt
with each other In other words, the joint failure qpe has nothing to do with the joint input shear force.

Therefore the test results are reported in this paper on the influence ofthe bond ability along bearn and column longitudi-
nal bars passing through ajoint on the behavior of R/C interior beam-column joints under earthquake molioN. The steel
plates wer€ set at bearn c tical sections to improve the anchorage capacity along beam bars within ajoint for three specimens.
The additional steel bars were welded to beam longitudinal reinforcement only in ajoint for one specimen.

2. OUTLTNE OF TEST

2.I SPECIMENS

+ I Associate Professor, Craduate School ofEngineering, ToLTo Metropolitan University, Dr Eng.
*2 Konoike Corporation, M. Eng.
*3 Kajima Corporation, Tolryo Branch.
*4 Research Associate, Graduate School ofEngineering, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Dr. Eng.



Table I Properti€s of specimens and material proporties of concrcte

Specimen PB‐ 1 PNB‐2 PNB‐ 3 PBU‐4

Column Axial Load,kN 883 (Compression. stress ratio;0.33)

Column Longi. Bars 16‐D22

Beam Longi. Bars Top:4‐ D25,3o“ om:4-D25

Joint Lateral Bras 2‐D10 3 scts

Anchorage Plates 〇 0 ○ None

Welded Bars to Beam Barr None None None ○

Bond along Beam Bars ○ None None 〇

Bond along Column Bars ○ O None
Concrete Compressive 210 210 219 222

Conclctc Tcnsilc Strcnま h,

NIPa 210 238 207 238

Youngs Modulus(*1),
GPa 251 257 260 258

* I : Secant modulus at one-fourth of conqete compressive strenglh
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Fig. 2 Detail of anchorage plate

Fig. I Section dimensions and reinforcement details Fig. 3 Anchorage plat€s and strain gauge locations

Properties ofspecimens and material properties ofconcrete are summarized in Table l. Material properties ofsteel arc
listed in Tables 2 and 3. Section dimensions and reinforcem€nt details are shown in Fig. l Four plane cruciform subassemblage
specimens with one-half scale were tested. Section dimensions and the specified concrcte strength (18 MPa) were common for
all specimens. The column section was square with 350mm depth. The depth and the width ofa beam section were 380mm and
250mm respectively. Three sets of2-Dl0 were arranged as thejoint lateral reinforcement for all specimens. Test panmeter
was the bond condition along beam and column longitudinal bars within ajoint.

Reinforcing details in a beam-columnjoint are illustrat€d i[ Fig. 4 for all specimens. The anchorage steel plaies as shown
in Figs. 2 and 3 were placed at the beam critical sections by screwing nuts along beam bars for Specimens PB-l, PNB-2 and

PNB-3. These plates were considered to be available for preventing the concrete at beam ends from compressive failure which
gives ill effect to the r€s€arch for the influence of the bond along longitudinal bars within ajoint on the behavior ofbeam-
columnjoints. The bond along beam bars was eliminated within ajoint for Specimen PNB-2 by stuffing clay into the dents

along deformed bars and wrapping vinyl-sheets. The bond along both beam bars and column bars within ajoint was eliminated

for Specimen PNB-3 by the sam€ manner as Specimen PNB-2. Defomed steel ba.rs with the diameter of25mm were welded

to each beam bars only in ajoint for Specimen PBU-4 h order to increas€ the sectional arca and the perimeter length ofbearn

bars.

Table 2 Mat€rial prop€dies of steel bars

Diamctcr
Yicld

Strcngth,
イヽp●

Tensile

Strcngth,
イヽp●

Fracture
Strain,

D10 404 629 140

D22 674 178

D25 534 180

Table 3 Material properties ofsteel plate

Standard
Yicld

Strcngth,
イヽp.

Tcnsilc

Strength,
イヽp.

Fracture
Stmin,

SM490 204

外 n  ・
師 ml

Lateral hoop:2-Dl0 3 sets



Anchomge plate

a) Specimen PB-l
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Fig. 4 Reinforcing details injoint

(a)SpCClmcn P3‐ 1      (b)Spccimcn PNB‐ 2     (c)SpCCimcn PNB 3      (d)SpCCimcn PBU‐ 4

Fig 5 Crack pattcms at slo,drin anglc of 1/33

22 LOADING METHOD AND INSTRUヽ 4ENTAT10N

Thc bcam cnds、 vcrc supportcd by horizontal roncrs,whilc thc bo●Om ofthc column、 vas suppoltcd by a mcchanical

hingc Thc rcvcrscd horizontalload and thc colulnn axia1load in constant comprcssiOn、 vcrc applicd atthc top ofthc column

Spccimcns wcrc controllcd by thc stoゥ drit anglc for onc cyclc of 17400,two cyclcs of l′ 200,1/100 and 1/50 rcspcctivcly

onc cyclc of 1/33 alnd、 vo cyclcs Of 1/25 Thc latcral forcc applicd to thc top of a column,thc column axia1load and thc shcar

iorccs ofbotll bcam cnds wcrc mcasurcd by load‐ cclls A sto,dllι bcaln and column dcncdiOns,and local displaccmcnts of

ajoint pallcl wcrc mcasurcd by dヽ placcmcllt tlansduccrs Thc strains ofbcalll bars,column bals alld ulejOillt latcral rcinお Кe‐

ment were measur€d by strain gauges.

3. TEST RESULTS

3. 1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

The crack patterns after the story drift angle of 1/33 are
shown in Fig. 5. Diagonal shear cracks were observed in a
joint panel for all specimens. The crack width along the main
diagonalsfut in ajoint panel expanded dominantly for Speci-
mens PNB-2 and PNB-3 in which the bond transfer along
longitudinal bars was removed within ajoint. The shell con-
crete spalled offin ajoint panel. The only one ofcolumn bars
yielded at the story drift angle of l/25 for all specimens. The

beam bars hardly yielded. Therefore it wasjudged that beams and columns did not yield.

The strain distributions along a beam bar are shown in Fig. 6 for Specimeo PB-l. Bond along beam bam det€riorated within
ajoint. However tensile forces ofbeam bars at a critical section could be d€veloped by the anchorage plate placed at opposite

beam critical section for Specimens PB-1, PNB-2 and PNB-3. Then the stress of b€am bars within a compressive region at

bearn end remained compression, resulting in the reduction ofconcrete compressive lorce at the beam critical section. Conse-

quently concrete compressive failure at beam ends could be avoided for all specimens.
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Fig. 7 Story shea! force - story &ift relations

The cort bution ofjoint sheax distortion to the story drift increased with cyclic loading and exceeded the halfofth€ total
story drift after story shear force reached at the maximum value. It was concluded on the basis ofthe research as mention€d
above that all specimens eventually failed injoint shear.

3.2 STORY SHEAR - DRIFT RXLATIONS

The story shear force - story drift relationships are shown in Fig. 7. The story shear force was computed from moment
equilibrium between measured beam shear forces and th€ horizontal force at th€ supported point on the top ofthe column. The
story shear reached at the maximum force at th€ story drift angle of l/50 and decreased gradually after the drift angle. The
maximum story shear for Specimen PBU-4 with twice larger arnount ofbeam bar sectional areas within ajoint than other
specimens was almost equal to that for Specimen PB-l with the steel plates for the anchorage ofbeam bars. The maximum
story shear for Specimen PNB-2 where the beam bar bond was eliminated within ajoint and Specimen PNB-3, wherc the
bond along both beam and column bars was eliminated, diminished to 89 percent and 79 percent ofthat for Specimen PB-l
respectively. Therefore the bond ability alolg beam and column bars within ajoint played an importart role for the story shear

capacity.

The story shear force atjoint shear failure comput€d according to the provisions by Architectural Institute of Japan [2],
denoted as aiJA in Fig. 7, was smaller than the measured ma\imum story shear denot€d as eomax for Specimens PB-l and
PBU-4, which derived conservativ€ estimation. On the conhary, the provisions by AIJ overestimated the measured story shear
lor Specimens PNB-2 and PNB-3.

Pinching hysteresis loops were obtained for Specimen PBU-4 similarly with Specimen PB-l although the bond along
beam bars within ajoint for Specimen PBU-4 was kept good (see Fig. 12) comparing with that for Specimen PB-L Then the
pinching hysteresis shape was caused by shear deterioration in a beam-columnjoint.

4. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

Kusuhara ard Shiohara [3] prcposed that the beam-column joint does not fail in a shear, but fails by the increas€ in the
flexural compression ofthe concr€te at the beam c tical section caused by the bond deterioration along beam bars within a
joint. Therefore the relationship between the joint shear failure and the transition ofa story shear force was investigated. The
stresses ofbeam bars used in the paper wer€ obtained from measured strains by strain gauges through Ramberg-Osgood

bdd olonq bean bats
a ioi't D6elinkated.

bahZ alah4 bdth bea and
bars wi!^in a joht was weAed b each bean bats
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Model for the stress-strain relationship for steel.

4.I JOINT SHEAR - SHEAR DISTORTIONANGLE RTLATIONS

Thejoint shear force was computed in two manners as the following.
a) Tensile force ofbeam bars was supposed by dividing beam bending moment on a critical section by a constant lever arm
length. Th€joint shear force yj is obtained by following equation.

y, = !-!L a 1!!2 - y. I tr' Jbl Jb2

where Mbr and Mb, are beam bending moments on critical sections,jbr andjb, are lever alm lengths on a bearn critical sectiol
and V. is the story shear force. The lever arm lengths were assumed to be the constant value of 7/8 times the beam eff€ctive
depth.

b) Tensile force ofbeam bars was computed directly from beam bar stresses at a critical section. Thejoint shear force is
obtained by the equation below

Vj= ) a"r'on +) a,6.o,6 - V" (2)

where a, and a,b are the sectional areas ofthe top and bottom
beam bar, o", and oir, are the stresses ofthe beam bar on a
critical section computed from the interpolation between
stresses measur€d at two locations close to the beam c tical
section as depicted in Fig. 3. Equation (2) however may over-
estimatejoint sh€ar force because stresses of beam bars at
both critical sections are enhanced due to the confining ac-

tion against lateral expansion of damaged concrete within a
joint panel. Lateral displacement ofthejoint panel for Speci-

men PNB-3 is shown in Fig. 8. There was residual displace-
ment at the story shea! ofzero after the story drift angle of l/
50. Then the third method to computejoint shea-r force is in-
dicated below.

c) The schematic stress field in a bearn-columnjoint region is
illustrated in Fig. 9 when story shear force returns to zero
under reversed cyclic loading. The tensile forces ofbeam bars

at beam critical sections develop as the reaction forces to lat-
eral confinement by framing beams into ajoint. The b€arn

tensile forces in this situation do not contribute to the joint
shear force as a matter ofcourse. Therefore residual tensile
forces should be removed from the beam tensile forces at the
peak drift under halfcycle ofloading when calculatingjoint
shear force as indicared by tqualion (3).

vi=2on'(o"-o,,) *! o,o.(o,o - oo.) - v, ttt

-150

0 2 4 6 810 12 14
Lateral Expansion ofjoint panel, mrn

Fig. 8 Lateral expansion ofjoint panel for Specimen PNB-3

| 0o tumn i

Fig. 9 Schematic stress field injoint at story shear ofzerc
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Where oro and or, are the residual tensile stresses ofbeam top and bottom ba$ at the story shear of zero just prior to th€ peak

drift.

Joint shear stresses of Specimens PB- l, PNB-2 and PNB-3 obtained by three methods are shown in Fig. 10. The joint shear

stress was computed by dividing joint shear force by the effective sectional area of ajoint panel that was the product ofthe
average width ofthe column and bearn multiplied by the column depth. Thejoint shear computed by Equation (2) increased

with the increase injoint shear distortion. Thejoint shear computed by Equation (3), on th€ contnry, decreased a.fter the story

drift angle of l/25 to the end ofthe test for Specimen PB-I. Thejoint shear by Equation (3) was almost equal to that computed

by Equation (1) for Specimens PNB-2 and PNB-3 up to the story driff angle of 1/25.

Col umn
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600
4.2 BEAM BAR STRATN AT CRITICAL SECTION

The beam bar sfess within ajoint adjacent to a beam criti-
cal section for Specim€n PB-l is shown in Fig. 11. Tensile forces

ofbeam bars increased with cyclic loading to the end ofthe lest

for all specimens nevenheless the ma.\imum story shear force

was aftained at the story drift angle of l/50. The residual ten-

sile force at the story shear force of zero became remarkable
after the story drift angle of l/50 although the strain ofbeam
bars remained to be elastic. It is necessaxy to take account of
residual tensile forces due to damage in ajoint core concrete

when j oint shear force is computed from bearn bar forces mea-

sured directly.

4.3 BOND ALONG BEAM AND COLUMN BARS

The average bond stresses along a beam bar within ajoint
lor all specimens are shown in Fig. 12. The average bond stress

was computed by the difference ofthe pair of beam bar forces

adjacent to column faces. Beain bar bond stress for Specimen

PB-l decreased after the story drift angle of l/50 whereas ten-
sile force of bearn bars at critical sections increased to the end

ofthe test. It isjudged that the decrease in bond stress along
bean bars within ajoi[t resulted from bond deterioration. Beam

bar bond stress for Specimen PBU-4 increased up to the story

drift angle of l/25 though story shear force reach€d at the maxi-
mum at the story drift angle of l/50 and d€creas€d aft€r the
d ft. Then the decay of story shear resistance was not caused

by bond deterioration along beam bars within ajoint.

The average bond sresses along a column bax within ajoint
are shown in Fig. 13. Column bar bond stress reached at the
maximum stress of3 MPa at the story driff angl€ of l/50. Bond
deterioration along column bars occurred within ajoint after
the story ddft angle of l/50.

4.4 DEFORMATION IN JOINT PANEL

The lateml and vertical average sfains in ajoint panel are

shown in Figs. 14 and 15 respectively. The tensile principal

strain - compressive principal strain relationships in aj oint panel

are shown in Fig. 16. These strains wer€ computed by using

average displacem€nts measured by two horizontal, vertical and
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Story Drift Angle, %

Fig. 15 Vertical average strain injoint panel

Story Driff Angle, %

Fig. 14 Lateral average strain in ioint panel

‐12     -08     ‐04     00

Principal Comprcssivc Strain,96

Fig. 16 Principal strains injoint panel
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(a)SpCCuncn PB‐ 1,PNB-2
and PNB-3
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Fig 17 1nstrllmcntation

(c) lnstrMfitation

for joint panel distortion

diagonal displacement transducers rcspectively as illushated in Fig. 17.

Lateral stains for Specimens PB-I, PNB-2 and PNB-3, where anchorage steel plates were placed at bearn critical s€ctions,
increased abruptly at the story drift angle of l/50. On the contrary, lateral sfain for Specimen PBU-4 which had the twice
amount ofbeam cross-sectional areas in ajoint region comparing with other specimens was smaller than other specim€ns.
Vertical strains of ajoint panel changed from elongation to sh nkage atthe story drift angle of l/50 except for Specimen
PBU-4. This means that compressive failure injoint core concrete was prcgressing after the story drift angle of l/50.

Tensile principal sftain in ajoint panel augmented suddenly for all specimens at the story drift angle of l/25 as shown in
Fig. 16. The strain in Specimen PBU-4 however was less than the halfin other specimens since the lateral €xpansion ofjoint
core concrete was restricted by beam longitudinal bals passing through ajoint with additional welded bars. Compressive
principal stain exceeded the strain ofo.16 oZ at the concrete compressive stuength by cylinder tests at the story drift angle of
1/50 for Specimens PNB-3 and PBU-4, at the story drift angle of 1/33 for other specimens. Therefore it is considered that the

compressive failure ofcore concrcte took place in ajoint panel.

Mohr's strain circles are shown in Fig. 18 at the story &ift angle of l/50 by shaded are4 l/33 by dashed line and l/25 by
solid line to investigate deformation property ofajoint panel in more detail. The half angle of inclination ofthe diameter
drawn in the Mohr's circle to the abscissa represents the direction ofcompressive principal strain to the vertical axis along a
column. It means that the larger Mohr's circlc is, th€ severer the damage in ajoint corc concrete is. The strain circle of
Specimen PBU-4 was the smallest arnong specimens. This indicates that the increase in the cross-sectional areas ofbeam bars

within ajoint contributed to restrictjoint damage caused by shear. Although bond capacity how€ver was improved simulta-
neously along beam bars for Specimen PBU-4 as mentioned above, thc story shear strength was almost €qual to that of
Specimen PB-1. This was derived Aom the following mechanism;
a) compressive pdncipal shain increased beyond the strain of0.l6o% at the concrcte compressiv€ strength at the story drift
angle of l/50 because isotropic expansion ofthejoint panel concrete for Specimen PBU-4 was restrained, which can be

supposed ftom the fact that the center olthe Mohr's strain circle at the story drift angle of l/50 was the most adjac€nt to the

point oforigin among specimens although th€ shear distortion angle of I 9/o approximately was almost same as other speci-

■:ヽ
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Drift

(c) Specimen PBU-4

Fig. l8 Mohr's strain circles forjoint panel

b) then the concrete within ajoint panel failed uniformly by compression. This wasjudged fiom two phenomena- The one is
that fine diagonal shear cracks occurred in ajoint panel whose direction was 45 degrees approximately for Specimen PBU-4
whereas the direction ofother specimens stood up more steeply. The other is that the bond &ansfer to beam bars within a joint
was effective to carq/ joint shear.

5, CONCLUDING REMARKS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study.
l) The story shear capacity ofbeam-column subassemblages, where the beam bar bond or both the beam and column bar bond
was eliminated within ajoint, decayed to 89 percent or 79 percent rcspectively that ofcontrol sp€cimen (PB-l). Thus the bond
transfer performance alolg longitudinal bars passing through a beam-columnjoint provided important influence to story shear
capacity.

2) The story shear capacity for Specimen PBU-4, in which bond condition along bcarn bars was kept good in ajoint due to
additional delormed bars welded to beam bars, was equal to that for Specimen PB-l where good anchorage ability was pro-
vided to beam longitudinal bars within a joint by steel plates placed at beam c tical sections. Joint corc concrete fail€d by
compression for both specimens. However the deformation properties as expressed by Mohr's strain circle wer€ fairly differ-
ent between two specim€ns.

3) The increase in the amount of beam longitudinal bars only in ajoint was efective to delay the prog€ss ofconcrete darnage
in ajoint panel because additional bars within ajoint were useful to confine lateral expansion ofjoint corc concrete. Story shear
strength however could not be enhanced because of concrete compressive failure developing simultaneously in ajoint.
4) Thejoint shear shess comput€d by Equation (2), where tensile forces of beam bars obtained from measued strains at critical
sections werc used directly, increased successively to the end ofthe test. On the contrary, thejoint shear shess computed by
Equation (3), where residual tensile forces ofbeam bars caused by lateral expansion in ajoint panel were considered, de-
creased or was kepl almost constart for some specimens.
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